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U n d e r A dm i ni st r ato r
Scott Pruitt, and now acting Administrator Andrew
Wheeler, President Trump’s
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has pursued
an intensely deregulatory
agenda, rolling back many
of President Obama’s most
significant environmental
achievements.1 But hidden
Meredith J. Hankins
in these rollbacks is another concerning trend: a return to failed Clean Air Act
reform efforts first attempted by the George W. Bush
EPA, and in particular, a renewed focus on the New
Source Review (NSR) program. Using a recent example
from the proposed Clean Power Plan2 replacement, this
article illustrates the importance of looking beyond the
big deregulatory headlines to find the seemingly minor
reforms quietly hollowing out the Clean Air Act.
NSR is the bedrock of stationary source permitting in the United States. Adopted as part of the 1977
Clean Air Act amendments,3 NSR lays out the procedures for pre-construction environmental review of new
and modified stationary sources of air pollution across
the country. The NSR program is a key part of state
implementation plans to achieve and maintain attainment with the public health-based National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS). By requiring pre-construction permits and imposing technology-based standards
based on regional air quality, NSR has dual goals to
improve the air in polluted regions and maintain clean
air in relatively less polluted regions.
While the EPA has announced a few standalone
“streamlining” proposals,4 its most insidious proposed
change to NSR was announced as part of the administration’s Clean Power Plan replacement: the Affordable
Clean Energy (ACE) rule regulating greenhouse gas
emissions from existing power plants. Because the ACE
proposal solely relies on emission reductions achievable inside the fenceline of affected coal-fired power
plants, many of these plants will need to upgrade their
equipment in order to achieve the necessary emission
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reductions. As explained in more detail below, such
modifications at major sources would normally trigger NSR, thereby requiring environmental review
and the installation of air pollution control technology.
But instead, the Trump administration is proposing to
change how NSR is triggered in order to effectively
exempt these sources from NSR.
This article begins with a refresher on the Clean
Air Act, then explains why the Trump administration’s
seemingly minor NSR applicability proposal could have
major implications on stationary source permitting, and
concludes with a preview of the legal arguments likely
to be raised once the proposal is finalized.5
I.

WHAT IS NEW SOURCE REVIEW?

NSR is the pre-construction review permitting
program for criteria air pollution from large stationary
sources like power plants and petroleum refineries.6
New major sources7 of air pollution and existing major
sources making modifications8 are required to undergo environmental review from the relevant regulatory
agency before starting construction.9 In California, this
duty falls to the local air pollution control districts and
air quality management districts, who have delegated
authority from the state Air Resource Board over stationary sources of air pollution.10
The local districts evaluate the pollution expected
to be generated by the new and modified sources and
determine appropriate permit conditions designed to
comply with local, state, and federal laws and regulations. Importantly, NSR requires the installation of
state-of-the-art air pollution controls to mitigate potential increases in air pollution.
The degree of control required depends on which
pollutants are being emitted and whether the area in
which the source is located is in attainment with the
federal NAAQS for the pollutant(s) being emitted. If
the region is not in attainment for the pollutant being
emitted, NSR requires installation of control technology
meeting the Lowest Achievable Emission Rate (LAER).
If the region is in attainment, sources are required
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to install the less stringent Best Available Control
Technology (BACT).11 This “attainment NSR” is called
the “Prevention of Significant Deterioration” (PSD) program, as it is designed to prevent backsliding in regions
already in NAAQS attainment. While the programs have
different control requirements, the applicability criteria is
the same for both. For purposes of this article, discussion of NSR applicability refers to both attainment and
nonattainment NSR.
The Clean Air Act defines modification as “any
physical change in, or change in the method of operation of, a stationary source which increases the amount
of any air pollutant emitted by such source or which
results in the emission of any air pollutant not previously emitted.”12 In its NSR implementing regulations,
EPA has determined that NSR is triggered for a modification resulting in a “significant emissions increase.”13
Emission increases are measured on a cumulative
annual basis by comparing the projected actual emissions after the modification (PAE, the maximum annual
emission rate in tons per year projected in the first five
years of operation14) with the baseline actual emissions
(BAE, the average annual emission rate in tons per year
actually emitted during any consecutive 24-month period in the prior 5 or 10 years15). An emission increase is
“significant” if it equals or exceeds the listed annual rate
in tons per year for the given pollutant.16
II. WHAT IS THE TRUMP ADMINISTR ATION
PROPOSING?
Now, the EPA is proposing to change its interpretation of when a power plant “increases” emissions
sufficiently to count as a “modification” triggering NSR.
Specifically, the EPA is proposing to allow states to look
at increases in the hourly rate as the trigger for NSR, as
a preliminary step before looking at overall increases in
cumulative, annual pollution.17 If a source’s hourly emission rate is not projected to increase as a result of the
proposed modification, NSR would not be triggered. In
other words, a physical change that does not increase
both the hourly and cumulative annual emissions would
not be a “modification” under NSR. This proposal would
only apply to existing power plant electricity generating
units (“EGUs”)18 covered by the ACE rule, but would
not be limited to projects undertaken to comply with the
ACE rule—so any project an existing EGU undertakes
in the future would be subject to this new NSR trigger.19
As noted in the introduction, this is not the first
time the EPA has tried to propose this idea. Under the
George W. Bush administration, the agency proposed
a very similar change in 2007 to adjust the NSR trigger
for existing EGUs to an hourly rate.20 A final rule was
never issued, as the proposal came at the tail end of

the Bush administration’s NSR reform efforts and was
not finalized before Obama took office.21
Interestingly, the 2007 reform proposal was developed at the same time the federal government was
making the exact opposite argument before the U.S.
Supreme Court. Between 1988 and 2000, Duke Energy
repaired or replaced 29 boilers at 8 coal-fired power
plants in North Carolina, extending the useful life of
decades-old equipment first installed between 1940
and 1975, and allowing the power plants to increase
hours of operation.22 Duke Energy did not go through
pre-construction environmental review before making
these modifications, arguing the replacements did not
increase the hourly emission rate and therefore were
not modifications subject to NSR.23 Under the Clinton
administration, the United States filed an enforcement
action against Duke Energy for its failure to apply for
permits. 24 After the 2000 election, the Bush administration (along with environmental nonprofit intervenors)
continued the litigation, eventually taking Duke Energy
all the way to the Supreme Court. Justice Souter rejected Duke Energy’s arguments and found that EPA’s regulatory approach looking to cumulative, annual emissions rather than the hourly emission rate was perfectly
reasonable under the Clean Air Act.25 Just over a month
later, the Bush EPA would issue its notice of proposed
rulemaking to change its interpretation to match Duke
Energy’s. 26 One common denominator between the
2007 reform efforts, Duke Energy, and the current
reform proposal? Current Assistant Administrator for
EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation Bill Wehrum,27 a key
player in the Bush EPA 28 and a former attorney for Duke
Energy and other energy industry clients.29
As briefly discussed in the introduction, the current
reform proposal is integral to the ACE rule, which proposes that the “Best System of Emission Reduction”
(BSER) to decrease greenhouse gas emissions from
coal-fired power plants be limited to emission reductions that can be made inside the fenceline of affected
facilities.30 In other words, the ACE rule takes a facility-by-facility approach to emission reductions, defining
BSER in the context of specific facilities, rather than
the Clean Power Plan’s sector-wide approach, which
identified BSER options and allowed for the use of
a combination of different BSER approaches to hit
emission reduction targets. This shift is significant: the
Obama administration’s grid-based approach recognized the interconnected nature of the electrical grid
when evaluating how to reduce emissions, but the
Trump administration has chosen to rely solely on heat
rate improvements (HRI) at individual power plants to
achieve emission reductions.31
In its proposal, the EPA admits that changes
undertaken as a result of the ACE rule could result in
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emission increases on an annual basis at individual
plants that would normally trigger NSR.32 Nonpartisan
thinktanks, as well as the Congressional Research
Service, have also pointed to this potential for annual
emission increases (called the “rebound effect”) whereby modified EGUs with increased efficiency become
more attractive to the grid and are dispatched more
frequently, leading to increased cumulative emissions
even when hourly rates decrease.33 Even though the
existing cumulative NSR trigger would subject these
kinds of changes to environmental review, the ACE rule
would not consider these changes to be “modifications”
subject to NSR.
The EPA projects that without an NSR exemption,
affected EGUs will undertake less effective modifications designed to avoid triggering NSR and installing
required air pollution controls.34 It models this projection
by assuming individual EGUs will achieve only a 2%
HRI without NSR reform, but a 4.5% HRI with NSR
reform.35 Thus, the agency argues, NSR reform is needed to ensure that individual EGUs make improvements
to their facilities that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. But that argument ignores the reality of the Clean
Air Act’s purpose, as explained in Part III below.
III. WHY DOES A CHANGE FROM ANNUAL TO
HOURLY FOR NSR APPLICABILITY MATTER?
The proposed change is significant because it creates a regulatory loophole in the Clean Air Act: existing
power plants can increase their actual cumulative emissions without undergoing pre-construction environmental review—so long as the hourly average remains the
same. There is also some concern that this change
in NSR applicability for EGUs could be broadened to
apply to other types of major sources.36 Changing to an
hourly trigger for NSR may seem minor, but it has substantial permitting implications due to one of the biggest
weaknesses of the NSR program (and the Clean Air Act
more broadly): grandfathering.37
Upon the Act’s adoption, Congress generally
exempted existing stationary sources from meeting
new standards under the Clean Air Act, assuming that
pollution controls would gradually be phased in as old
equipment was upgraded under a modification triggering NSR, or retired and replaced with new equipment
subject to NSR. However, contrary to Congressional
expectation, major sources like refineries and power
plants have hung on to grandfathered equipment far
beyond their expected lifetimes, indefinitely postponing
upgrades and replacements in order to avoid being
required to install expensive air pollution control equipment under NSR. The EPA has been trying to deal with
this problem for decades, issuing an Enforcement Alert
in 1999 that the agency believed regulated industries
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were misleading regulators to get out of NSR.38 Given
that virtually all U.S. refiners would enter global consent
decrees over the next decade accepting some applicability of “new source” standards to existing equipment
as a result of Clean Air Act violations, this problem is
more than hypothetical.39
And grandfathering in coal-fired EGUs is a particularly egregious problem, as illustrated by the facts
from the Duke Energy case discussed above. In the
1990s, Duke Energy upgraded more than 30 boilers,
some of which had been installed more than 50 years
prior—well before the Clean Air Act required any kind
of air pollution controls.40 These upgrades indisputably
extended the useful life of this aging equipment and
allowed the power plants to increase hours of operation, and all were undertaken without first undergoing
pre-construction environmental review that would have
required installation of air pollution controls.41
Because cost margins are so slim for today’s
aging coal-fired power plants clinging to life in the face
of cheaper and newer natural gas plants and renewables, the cost of installing new air pollution control
equipment considered standard in every other industry
can be cost-prohibitive for coal plants.42 As the New
York Times discovered in a buried EPA report, 30%
of coal-fired EGUs do not have any control equipment
at all installed for SOx emissions and 22% lack control for NOx emissions,43 even though largescale flue
gas desulfurization and selective catalytic reduction to
control SOx and NOx, respectively, have been standard
since the 1970s.
EPA notes this disparity in its ACE proposal, citing a study that found that eighty percent of coal-fired
EGUs “have emissions rates for NOx and SO2 at levels
that exceed those typically required under NSR” and
concluding that those EGUs “would have to install additional controls for NOx or sulfur dioxide (SO2) if these
[energy efficiency] projects triggered the applicability
of NSR.”44
It is notable, therefore, that EPA does not model any
potential benefits from decreased emissions of co-pollutants like NOx and SOx if affected facilities under the
ACE rule were required to undergo NSR and install air
pollution controls. Instead, EPA discusses NSR reform
only in terms of compliance costs, taking at face value
industry talking points without acknowledging that aging
coal-fired EGUs have benefited for decades from their
grandfathered status.45
IV. WHAT ARE THE LIKELY LEGAL ARGUMENTS?
Since the final ACE rule has yet to be issued, it is
too early to dive into the administrative record to analyze whether EPA has met its Administrative Procedure
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Act burdens, but this section previews other legal questions raised by the NSR applicability change.
The primary legal questions are likely to be (1)
whether the Clean Air Act’s definition of modification
as “any physical change. . . which increases the amount
of any air pollutant” can reasonably be interpreted to
mean only those physical changes that increase the
hourly rate at which those pollutants are emitted, and
(2) whether EPA’s proposal contravenes Congressional
intent by exempting one particular category of source
from generally applicable provisions of the Clean Air
Act. The answer to these questions will depend on
whether a court sees this proposal as simply a new
method of calculation, or as an impermissible carveout
for coal-fired EGUs.
Courts generally defer to expert agencies’ reasonable interpretations of ambiguous statutes under
the doctrine set forth in Chevron vs. NRDC, a 1984
U.S. Supreme Court decision which coincidentally also
assessed an EPA interpretation of the Clean Air Act’s
NSR provisions.46 Basic Chevron doctrine sets up a
two-step test: First, the court asks whether Congress
spoke directly to the question at issue in the statute
itself. If so, the plain meaning of the law governs. But if
the statute is ambiguous, courts proceed to the second
step, and will defer to an agency’s permissible interpretation.47 Arguments on either side of the NSR proposal
will likely revolve around whether the Clean Air Act’s
definition of “modification” is ambiguous enough to
encompass the EPA’s new interpretation.
The Trump EPA is likely to argue that its new interpretation of the Clean Air Act to consider hourly rates
when determining whether a “modification” results in
an emission “increase” should be granted deference at
Chevron Step 2 because the Clean Air Act’s definition
of “modification” is ambiguous as to what constitutes
an emission “increase.” Ironically, the best case for this
argument may be the 2007 U.S. Supreme Court decision discussed above in which Duke Energy argued for
an hourly NSR trigger. . . and lost.
But in that decision, the Supreme Court implicitly
recognized that the Clean Air Act’s definition of “modification” was ambiguous. Duke Energy had argued that
because the Clean Air Act cross-referenced the definition of “modification” in PSD48 with the definition in a
different section of the Clean Air Act (the New Source
Performance Standards or NSPS), “modification” had to
be interpreted identically in both programs.49 Because
the EPA defined modification on the basis of hourly
rate increases for NSPS, Duke Energy argued (and the
Fourth Circuit found) the same interpretation must necessarily apply in the PSD context.50 But the Supreme
Court disagreed, noting that “the cross-reference alone

is certainly no unambiguous congressional code for
eliminating the customary agency discretion to resolve
questions about a statutory definition by looking to the
surroundings of the defined term, where it occurs.”51
Thus, “[a]bsent any iron rule to ignore the reasons for
regulating PSD and NSPS ‘modifications’ differently,
EPA’s construction need do no more than fall within
the limits of what is reasonable, as set by the Act’s
common definition.” 52 In other words, the Supreme
Court recognized that the definition of “modification”53
was ambiguous due to the Clean Air Act’s cross-referencing, and the court accordingly deferred to EPA’s
reasonable interpretation. Using that rationale, the
Trump administration is likely to argue that its new
interpretation of “modification” is reasonable and merits
Chevron deference.
In addition, the Trump EPA has some basis to argue
that methods of calculating NSR emission increases
merit Chevron deference because the Clean Air Act
is “silent on how to calculate such ‘increases’ in emissions.”54 In a series of mid-2000s D.C. Circuit decisions,
the court considered various NSR reforms proposed by
the Bush EPA and upheld proposals it deemed to be
related to calculation methodology at Chevron Step 2
based on ambiguity in the term “increases.”55 In New
York I, the court deferred to the Bush EPA’s proposal to
use a ten-year lookback period in setting the pre-modification emissions baseline, finding that because
“Congress did not specify how to calculate ‘increases’ in
emissions, leaving EPA to fill in that gap while balancing
the economic and environmental goals of the statute,”
the court would “defer to EPA’s statutory interpretation
under Chevron Step 2.”56 The Trump EPA may likewise
argue its new interpretation to consider hourly emissions
rather than cumulative, annual emissions is similarly a
mere calculation methodology that merits deference to
resolve ambiguity in the term “increase.”
On the other hand, in dismissing Duke Energy’s
arguments that PSD required an hourly trigger, the
Supreme Court noted the PSD regulations did not
lend themselves easily to an interpretation that the
trigger should be based on hourly rate increases.57
In addition, challengers to the current NSR reform
proposal can point to the same series of DC Circuit
decisions discussed above, which also overturned a
number of more substantive Bush NSR reform efforts
at Chevron Step 1 to further support their arguments
that “modification” is not ambiguous enough to include
the current proposal.58
Echoing arguments the Trump EPA is making again
today, the Bush EPA sought to exempt certain classes
of projects from NSR, including, inter alia, (1) projects at
sources that had undergone NSR sometime in the past
10 years,59 (2) “environmentally beneficial” pollution
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control projects that substantially reduced emissions of
some pollutants but increased emissions of others,60
and (3) routine maintenance, repair, and replacement
projects whose value was less than twenty percent of
the replacement value of the equipment.61
The Bush EPA argued these types of projects
should be exempted from NSR in order to “to remove
a ‘regulatory disincentive that might otherwise prevent
industry from undertaking pollution control and prevention measures,’” and because it would be “absurd”
for Congress to discourage pollution control projects
by “subjecting sources to NSR.”62 Likewise, the Trump
EPA now argues its NSR revisions are necessary
because the threat of NSR might have “unintended
consequences” for energy efficiency projects since
“the prospect of a protracted permitting process and a
possible requirement to install pollution control equipment at the emissions unit can create a disincentive
for sources to voluntarily make energy efficiency
improvements.”63
But the D.C. Circuit rejected the Bush EPA’s arguments, and in two separate decisions rejected all three
of the NSR exemptions described above at Chevron
Step 1. That is, the court did not even reach the issue
of whether EPA’s interpretation of the Clean Air Act was
reasonable because the court found that Congressional
intent was clear—and Congress did not intend the
industry carve-outs EPA was proposing.64
In New York I, the court rejected EPA’s argument
that it would be “absurd” for Congress to “discourage
[pollution control projects] by subjecting them to NSR.”65
Instead, the court noted there was “nothing inherently
‘absurd’” in requiring environmental review for projects
that control one pollutant but might “increase collateral
emissions.”66 Indeed, the court found it was perfectly
reasonable for Congress to acknowledge that “tradeoffs
between pollutants are difficult to measure” and thus
require that “any significant increase in emissions of any
pollutant should be subject to NSR.”67 The court concluded that absent “clear congressional delegation,” the
“EPA lacks authority to create an exemption from NSR
by administrative rule.”68 Likewise, the court rejected the
proposed exemption for equipment that had undergone
NSR in the prior 10 years based on their status as a
“Clean Unit” rather than their actual emissions, finding
that the Clean Air Act “unambiguously defines ‘increases’ in terms of actual emissions.”69
In New York II, the court evaluated the exemption
for repair projects and found at Chevron Step 1 that
Congress was unambiguous when it included in the
Clean Air Act’s definition of modification “any physical
change in, or change in the method of operation of, a
stationary source which increases the amount of any
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air pollutant.”70 The court concluded that “[b]ecause
Congress used the word ‘any,’ EPA must apply NSR
whenever a source conducts an emission-increasing
activity that fits within one of the ordinary meanings of
‘physical change.’”71 Notably, the court rebutted many
of the same arguments EPA tries to make again today:
Given Congress’s goal in adopting the 1977
amendments of establishing a balance between
economic and environmental interests, [citations], it is hardly “farfetched,” [citation], for
Congress to have intended NSR to apply to any
type of physical change that increases emissions. In this context, there is no reason the
usual tools of statutory construction should not
apply and hence no reason why “any” should
not mean “any.” Indeed, EPA’s interpretation
would produce a “strange,” if not an “indeterminate,” result: a law intended to limit increases
in air pollution would allow sources operating
below applicable emission limits to increase
significantly the pollution they emit without government review.72
In other words, Congress intended the Clean Air
Act, and NSR in particular, to reduce emissions and
protect public health—not to give regulated industries
a break on compliance costs.73
The Trump EPA calls the application of NSR to
EGUs upgrading their equipment an “unintended consequence” that must be avoided through reform.74 To the
contrary, ensuring that “any physical change. . . which
increases the amount of any air pollutant” undergoes
environmental review and is controlled as necessary
is the very goal of NSR. The installation of air pollution controls on decades-old equipment that may have
no emission controls at all75 is far from an “unintended
consequence” of NSR—it’s the whole point. As the D.C.
Circuit pointed out in New York I, there is nothing absurd
about conducting environmental review anytime a project increases emissions.76
V. CONCLUSION
While on its face an obscure change to an obscure
section in the Code of Federal Regulations buried within
the headline-grabbing Clean Power Plan rollback, the
Trump EPA’s NSR applicability proposal would effectively exempt existing coal-fired power plants from
undergoing environmental review going forward. The
proposal appears flatly contrary to Congressional intent
in the Clean Air Act, and could set a dangerous precedent for such an interpretation to be applied more
broadly to other industrial sectors like refineries, who
likewise have benefited from the use of grandfathered
equipment lacking modern environmental controls.
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This kind of proposal should serve as a cautionary
warning for environmental advocates to watch out for
a revival of similar Bush-era applicability and streamlining reforms proposed for NSR77 and other parts of
the Clean Air Act78 intended to quietly hamstring the
effectiveness of one of our most important environmental statutes.
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